Inelastic neutron scattering measurements across the TSDW satellites of chromium were perfowed at AE=5,20meV, both under zero field and 5T magnetic field. Analysis concerning the transverse magnetic excitations (TI, T 2 ) and the longitudinal magnetic excitations (L) indicates that TI and L are equally intense while T 2 dominates and becomes more so at higher energies.
The magnetism of BCC chromium metal is characterized by its spin density waves (SDW) [l] which can be thought of as incommensurlate sinusoidal modulations on the antiferromagnetic spin arrangement. In a stress-free, single magnetic domain, singlecrystal of chromium, the SDW appears as satellites at Q=(lkS,O,O) from the nuclear sites in the reciprocal space (Fig. la) . At temperatures between 311K and 122K, the SDW is 
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